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The DVR Youth On-the-Job Training (Y-OJT) Hiring Initiative is designed to provide an opportunity for youth to find 
employment while in high school. It provides a timeframe of up to 500 hours and a wage subsidy of up to 100% 
reimbursement to allow a business to offer competitive employment to a youth with significant disabilities in 
transition.  
 
On a case by case basis, the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR) will negotiate the length and level of wage 
subsidy directly with the employer business.  
 
Definition and Parameters for the DVR Y-OJT Hiring Initiative: To qualify for a DVR Y-OJT Hiring Initiative:  

1. The consumer agrees to the training initiative offered to the employer business by DVR.  
2. The training is for a job that matches the consumer's interests and abilities. Wages and fringe benefits are 

compensated at or above the minimum wage, but not less than the customary wage and level of benefits paid by 
the employer to others doing similar work. Up to 100% of this cost is reimbursable for up to 500 hours of the 
consumer’s training, paid to the employer in 90 day increments until the negotiated timeframe ends.  

3. Work hours must meet the DVR consumer’s needs and can be part-time or full-time for up to 40 hours per 
week.  

4. The DVR consumer is to be considered a permanent employee, and the employer agrees to maintain the 
employment and pay the wage and fringe in full after the training period. 
 

Process 

1. Referral Process 
a. DVR VRC authorizes a Youth-On the Job Training (Y-OJT) for a high school consumer on the 

consumer’s Individual Plan of Employment (IPE).  
b. DVR VRC and consumer select Forward Careers, Inc. as a Service Provider. 
c. DVR VRC submits all reports and the purchase order (PO) for the consumer to the DVR Program 

Coordinator (PC).  
   

2. Job Preparation Phase 
a. PC reviews and schedules an intake meeting with the consumer to gain details about their skill levels, 

abilities and employment interests. 
b. PC works with consumer to develop resume, references, cover letter and Job Center of WI profile 

(requirements of DVR). 
c. PC completes the Job Preparation and Development Plan (JPDP Plan). 
d. PC requests a meeting with consumer, parent/guardian and DVR VRC to review JPDP Plan and sign 

off on plan. 
e. PC submits plan and bills for service.  

 
3. Job Development Phase 

a. PC works with consumer on job description review, employment searches, applications, interview 
readiness and interview skills. 

b. PC completes and refers consumer’s utilizing the google docs referral form, uploading consumer’s 
BSR Referral form and resume 
 

4. Job Leads / Follow Up 
a. BSR will submit job leads to PC. 
b. PC will submit job leads to consumer. 
c. BSR will submit consumer’s resume on behalf of the consumer to an employer. 
d. Consumer receives an interview and PC will notify the BSR 
e. Upon request, BSR assists with follow up after an interview takes place. 
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f. Upon request, BSR assists with follow up after a consumer receives a notice of “no longer being 
considered for the position”. 

g. BSR shares feedback from employer to PC and PC works with the consumer based on the feedback. 
 

5. Consumer Work Incentive 
a. BSR will review Referral list for the consumer work incentive eligibility. 
b. BSR can discuss work incentive with the potential employer on behalf of the consumer.  

 
6. Hiring 

a. Employer decides to hire the consumer and would like to take advantage of the work incentive.  
b. Consumer and or BSR notify PC with the hire information. 
c. PC completes the DVR Hire report and submits to DVR URL and DVR VRC.  
d. PC notifies DVR VRC of the hire and provides employer contact information. 
e. DVR VRC will connect with the employer and process the work incentive paperwork prior to the 

consumer starting. 
 

7. Retention 
a. DVR VRC will authorize a PO to the PC for retention services. 
b. PC checks in with consumer and employer twice a month for three months to monitor progress in 

order to complete monthly DVR required reports. 
c. Last month of monitoring, PC will check in with DVR VRC prior to submitting final report. 
d. DVR VRC approves the completion of the service and PC submits final report and bills for service. 

 


